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In this paper we construct for a given algebra automaton the sernigroup of functions 
which can be defined by that algebra automaton. We then express this semigroup as 
an operator semigroup with prescribed generators. Further, we characterize the 
algebra automata of algebras in a particular variety. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite automata may be thought of as monadic algebras. For such machines, 
the semigroup of the machine has been defined. This is the semigroup of all state 
transformations defined by input sequences to the machine, that is, the semigroup 
of all state transformations able to be computed by the machine. In algebraic de- 
composition theory, the semigroups of finite automata have played a significant 
role and yield such important results as the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem [5]. 
Nonmonadic algebras" have been studied from the point of view of automata theory. 
This was first done by Thatcher, Wright, and Mezei, who generalized the ideas 
of regular sets and context-free languages. Arbib and Give'on have generalized 
the Nerode and Myhill approaches to state minimization and minimal dynamics for 
algebra utomata [1]. 
Much of their work can be done in the context of categorical gebra using algebraic 
theories developed by Lawvere. In this categorical framework, Arbib and Give'on 
in [|] treat algebra automata s dynamic systems. To this end, they introduced 
directed ordered acyclic graphs (DOAG's), the vertices of which are labeled with 
appropriate functions from a finite algebra. Such a graphical structure with varying 
values of initial vertices and output locations pecifications (ols) is a map from n-tuples 
of the carrier of the algebra into m-tuples of the carrier of the algebra. They call 
the set of functions able to be defined in this way the completion of the algebra. 
In this paper we will be concerned with nonmonadic algebras and will wish to see 
what role semigroups can plan in this more general study. Our purpose is to associate 
with an algebra utomaton a semigroup of functions equivalent to the completion of 
the algebra. Further, we want to represent this semigroup as a semigroup of strings 
of operators generated by a particular set of operators. From this semigroup we can 
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determine the functions which can be defined by the algebra automaton just as a 
semigroup of transition functions is associated with a finite automaton. 
As in [1] we place appropriate labels representing the functions in an algebra 
d = (Q, a) of a given species X on the vertices of DOAG's. We consider the functions 
from Qm into Q,~ able to be defined when such X-DOAG's are provided with ols 
and evaluated by an algebra in the species at varying values of initial vertices. We 
put an equivalence relation on this set of functions and call each equivalence class 
of X-DOAG's a X-function. There is an obvious product which makes this set of 
Z-functions a semigroup. We call this semigroup the semigroup of the algebra auto- 
maton (Q, a, Q, i). This is done in Section 3. 
We are also concerned with varieties of nonmonadic algebras because varieties 
of monadic algebras occur frequently in finite automata papers which study interesting 
classes of automata. We want to characterize the algebra automata of nonmonadic 
algebras in a particular variety by associating a semigroup with a variety of algebras. 
Some examples of occurrences of varieties of monadic algebras in finite automata 
papers follow. 
In the paper by Laing and Wright [7], a machine is a quintuple M = (S, s o ,fa,fb, T), 
where fa and fb are transition functions of the state set S into S, s o in S is the initial 
state, and T _C S is the set of terminal states. A commutative machine is one for which 
sfafb = sfbfa for every s in S. Then each commutative machine corresponds to an 
algebra (S, A, fa, fb), where fa and fb are of rank 1 in the variety with fa = lb. Each 
such algebra corresponds to a set of machines which differ only in initial states and 
terminal sets. In the later paper by Laing [6], various infinite tape realizations of 
classes of commutative regular events are explored. 
Krohn and Rhodes, given a collection ~, of automata, define SP(~ 0 to be the 
smallest collection of automata containing ~ and closed under simulation and series 
and parallel composition [5]. Let ~ denote the set of semigroups in SP(~). Closure 
of SP(~) under simulation implies HS closure of ~, and closure of SP(~ 0 under 
parallel composition is equivalent to C closure of SP(~). (See Section 2 for definitions 
of H, S, and C.) Thus o is closed under HSC and hence under HR by Theorem 2.1. 
Therefore, ~ is a variety by Theorem 2.3. Note that SP(~) is also closed under series 
composition. So for further study, there exist varieties of semigroups which are not 
the set of semigroups of machines in SP(~) for any collection m of machines. 
The paper [9] by Sehiitzenberger is a collection of results about finite monoids 
which have applications in the study of finite automata nd Kleene languages. It is 
concerned in particular with the family of all finite monoids with subgroups belonging 
to a variety of groups. 
We give a brief survey in Section 4 of some results in the thesis by E. C. Wiegold, 
entitled "Semigroup and Braid Representations of Varieties of Algebra." In her thesis, 
four new standard operators are introduced, and a characteristic semigroup of operators 
is associated with a variety of algebras. 
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In Section 5, we associate with a species Z' a semigroup of operators S(Z). This 
semigroup is the Wiegold operator semigroup of the free variety in that species. 
Given a particular algebra ~vl in the species, the set S (d)  of functions from Q,o into Qo 
defined by the strings of operators in S(Z) is equal to the set of Z-functions, which 
is the semigroup of the algebra automaton (Q, a, Q, i) (Section 3). The appropriate 
semigroup to associate with a variety of algebras is the Wiegold operator semigroup 
of that variety. The semigroup of Z-functions of any algebra in the variety is a homo- 
morphic image of this semigroup. 
Finally, in Section 6, we relate the material presented in this paper to certain other 
work done in algebra automata. 
Each semigroup of an algebra automaton has a characteristic subsemigroup S o 
generated by the standard operators. Further study will determine the structure 
of such semigroups and the relation of their structure and decomposition to the 
corresponding algebra utomata. 
In a related paper [4] we construct "an algebraic one-way nonerasing stack auto- 
maton (INESA)," which simulates the evaluation of Z-DOAG's by a particular 
Z-automaton, we show that the strings of operators in the semigroup S o and the 
strings of operators in S(,~)-S o correspond, respectively, to the functions able to 
be evaluated by this "algebraic INESA," using only the stack, and those requiring 
the finite control as well, the function defined by any string of operators in S 0 is given 
just bv ols when any appropriate string of initial vertices is printed on the stack. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND 
The terminology and definitions we will use concerning algebra automata re 
the same as those used by Arbib and Give'on in [1]. We will assume the reader is 
familiar with the notions of a graded set, a Z-algebra nd a Z-automaton. We will 
be concerned only with uniform algebras and finite Z-automata. We will also assume 
the reader is familar with directed ordered (acyclic) graphs (DO(A)G's), Z-DOAG's, 
Z-trees, output location specifications (ols), layered DOAG's, and the notion of the 
evaluation of a Z-DOAG by an algebra. 
Given a Z-algebra ,1 := (Q, ~), we will refer to Q as the carrier of the algebra..~. 
We will call a DOAG 1" layered if for each node v of level k, each input node is of 
level k -- 1 and the n nodes of level k are labeled in some fixed order such as v~. , 
~k 2 , ' " ,  ~:nk 9 
We will use the following result, which can be shown easily by induction. 
To each DOAG F, a layered DOAG layer (F) may be assigned such that for every 
~'-DOAG (F, h) and for every node v of F, there is a corresponding node v' of layer (P) 
such that for every Z-algebra 0~r h.~c(V) ~= layer h.~/(v'). 
We will also require the following result, which is proved by induction in [1]. 
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For a finite DOAG F, there is a finite number dr called the depth of / "  such that 
each vertex of P has level h for some k = 0, I ..... dr ; for every such k there is a vertex 
with that level, and v is terminal if v has level d r . 
Note that a terminal node does not necessarily have level d r ,  and that an ols is not 
necessarily a terminal vertex of a vertex of level dr 9 
Let ~r = (Q, ~) be an algebra with carrier Q and graded set Z. Z is also called 
the operator set of o~r Two algebras are said to belong to the same species if they have 
the same operator set. Let f (x  I ..... x~) be an expression which contains variables 
and operators in Z and in which the variables are combined using the operators with 
their rank prescribed by the grading map cr of Z. A law is an equality between two such 
expressions f (x  1 ..... x,) and g(xl,... , x~). A Z-algebra off satisfies the law f = g if these 
two expressions are equal for every substitution of elements from the carrier of ** 
for the variables x1 ,..., x~. Suppose that we have a set of laws using the operators 
in the set Z. A variety of algebras is the set of all algebras in the species Z which 
satisfies this set of laws. 
Given a class X of Z-algebras, let 
(1) S X denote the class of subalgebras of algebras in X, 
(2) H X denote the class of homomorphic images of algebras in X, 
(3) CX denote the class of direct products of algebras in X, 
(4) R X denote the class of subdirect products of algebras in X. 
THEOREM 2. I. As closure operators, C ~ R <~ SC. 
THEOREM 2.2. A full subcategorv X of the category of all Z-algebras is a variety iff 
(1) X contains an algebra with nonempty carrier, 
(2) sxc_x; 
(3) Hx~X;  
(4) CxC_X. 
THEOREM 2.3. I f  X is any category of Z-algebras, then the variety generated by X 
consists of all homomorphic images of subdirect products of Z-algebras in X. 
Theorem 2.1 and Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 are in [2, Chaps. 11.8 and IV. 3], respectively. 
3. THE SEMIGROUP OF AN ALGEBRA AUTOMATON 
Let off = (Q, ~) be a Z-algebra. A Z -DOAG D with n initial vertices and m ols 
can be considered to be a function D(n, m) from Qn into Qm as follows. The labels 
are removed from the initial vertices of D. For a given n-tuple (qx ,.-., qn) of elements 
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of Q, the value of D(n, m) is the ordered m-tuple of values of the ols of D when D 
with ql ,.-., q,, labeling the initial vertices is evaluated by the X-automaton (Q, o~, Q, i). 
This function will be written 
(qn .... , qx) D(n, m) = ((qn ,..., qx) D,~ ,..., (q,, ,..., ql) D1)- 
In this paper the term 27-DOAG will refer to a X -DOAG with unlabeled initial 
vertices and ols. 
We want to identify two functions Dl(n , m) and D2(j, k), which have the same 
natural extension to Q% and so we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given X-DOAG's  D x and D 2 and a X-algebra d = (Q, ~), 
the two functions Dl(n , m) and Dx(j, k) where we assumej  > n will be called equivalent 
if 
(..., qj+a, q~ .... , qn+l, (q, ,-.-, ql) D1 . . . . . . .  (q . . . . . .  qa) Dn) 
=(  .... qJ+x , (q~ .... , qa) Dzk ,..., (qJ .... , ql) D21) 
for every sequence of elements ql ,-.., qn, qn+l .... , qj ,... in Q. 
The relation of being equivalent is clearly an equivalence relation. The equivalence 
classes of Z' -DOAG's will be called X-functions. Each X-function is then a mapping F
from Qo into Q% where 
(..., q ,+l ,  q, ,..., ql)F = ~](q ql) 
r~, J m~ 
q,+~-m , j > m. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The product of two Z-functions F x and Fz is simply the X-function 
which is the composition o f f  x and F 2 . 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The set of X-functions is a semigroup with respect o the product 
which we have just defined. 
Proof. This is immediate because our definitions were made to make this set a 
semigroup. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Given a X-algebra ~ = (Q, a), the semigroup of X-functions 
defined by this Z-algebra will be called the semigroup of the algebra automaton M = 
(Q, ~,Q,i) .  
Let Ta denote the Z-tree, with ols its terminal vertex, which consists of a string 
of d + 1 vertices, each noninitial vertex of which is labeled with the identity function 
and has sole input the preceding vertex. The initial vertex is unlabeled. Then given 
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a Z-DOAG D of depth d, let D(k)  denote the 2:-DOAG which results when k copies 
of T a are placed "at the left o f "  D; that is, so that 
(qn+,~ ,..., qn ,..., ql) D(k) (m -v k, n + k) 
= (qn+k ,..., qn+l ,  D,~(q . . . . . .  ql),'", Dl(q  . . . . . .  ql)), 
where D defines the function D(n,  m). 
DEFINITION 3.5. Given Z' -DOAG's D 1 and D2 which define the functions Dt(n  , m) 
and De(j ,  k), let the product  2:-DOAG D 1 o D 2 be 
(1) the Z -DOAG formed by putting the mols of D 1 on the m initial vertices of 
D2(m - -  j) if m > j, 
(2) the Z -DOAG formed by putting the j ols of Da( j  - -  m) on the j initial 
vertices of D2 i f j  >~ m. 
Let D1, D 2 , and D~ be Z' -DOAG's which define the functions Dl (n l ,  ml),  
D2(ne,  me) , and Da(n3, ma). Then the 27-DOAG's Dt o (De o Da) and (D l o D2) o D a 
define the same function from QN into QM, where N = max{n I , n2, n3} and M = 
max{m1, m2, ms}. This follows from the associativity of the product defined on 
Z-functions. It can easily be seen that, in fact, the Z -DOAG's  D 1 o (D 2 o Da) and 
(D 1 o D2) o D a are the same Z'-DOAG. 
4. A SURVEY OF SOME RESULTS IN THE THESIS BY E. C. WIEGOLD 
The following is a brief survey of part of the thesis by E. C. Wiegold entitled 
"Semigroup and Braid Representations of Varieties of Algebras." We include 
comments which relate the results to algebra automata. 
New operators are defined. They are called standard operators, and they operate 
on a string of the form "" x3x2x I as follows: 
(1) the identity operator: "-" x~x2xli  = "" x3xex 1 ; 
(2) the repetition operator: -'- xax2xlp = "" xzxexlx l  ; 
(3) the deletion operator: '-" x3xexlr  . . . .  xzx 2 ; 
(4) the transposition operators: for i ~ 1, 2 ..... 
9 " X i+2X i+ lX iXr  " "  X lY  i = . . .  X i+2X iX i+ iX i _ l  " -  X 1 9 
The semigroup generated by the operators i, p, r and ~-~, i ~ 1, 2,..., is denoted S O . 
The relations between the generators of S o are imposed by their meaning. 
Let the holding of the identity wl(ql  ..... q,,) = w2(ql .... , q,~) for all values of ql ..... q, 
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be one of the set of laws defining a variety of Z-algebras. Then an equality )~1 = ~2 , 
where 
(1) A1 and h 2 are words in p, r r and the elements of 2:, 
(2) ""  q2qlA1 = "'" qn+lwl(ql ,..., qn), 
9 ." q2qxA2 = ... q ,+ lw2(q l  .... , q,,) 
is a variety relation corresponding to this taw. I f  the deletion operator occurs in 
a word, then the appropriate lement in the sequence is deleted. Every law can be 
translated into a variety relation between the operators in X and the standard operators. 
The operator semigroup corresponding to the variety V of Z-algebras which satisfies 
the laws L is the semigroup generated by the operators in 27 and the standard operators 
and having the variety relations obtained from L and the defining relations for S O 
for its defining relations. Let S(V)  denote this semigroup and call it the Wiego ld  
operator  semigroup  of the variety V of the species Z. S O is the operator semigroup 
of the variety of sets, the set of algebras having no operators. 
Defining relations fall into two distinct classes, the variety relations and the deno- 
mination relations. The denomination relations are imposed by the rank of the variety 
operators and by the meaning of the standard operators. The operator semigroups 
of the varieties of a species differ only in their variety relations. The free varieties 
are those that arise from the various species by taking the empty set as the given set 
of laws. 
Given a species Z, let S(Z)  denote the Wiegold operator semigroup of the free 
variety of that species. As we shall show in Section 5, we can induce from this semi- 
group of Z-functions of any algebra in the species 27. 
5. THE OPERATOR SEMIGROUP OF AN ALGEBRA AUTOMATON 
Let S(Z)  denote the Wiegold operator semigroup of the free variety of the species X. 
Given a Z-algebra ~4 = (Q, cr let S(5~') denote the semigroup of all functions 5r 
which can be defined as follows. Let 5* be a string of operators in S(X) ,  and suppose 
that each nonstandard operator in 5~ has been assigned its functional value in ~' .  
There is a least integer n and an integer m such that for a sequence ql, q2 ,..- of elements 
in Q, there exist values p ....... Pl in Q with 
9 "" q,~+lqn "'" ql  5r  . . . .  q~+lP,~ "'" P l .  
For j = 1,..., m, let Fj be the function mapping Q" into Q for which 
(q,,.--, q0 Fj = pj .  
Then .9 ~ defines a mapping S~' d from Q,o into Qo~, where 
( ,  q~, ql) ~ ,  = ( .... q ,+ l ,  (q . . . . . .  q0 Y., ..... (q, ,..., q0 Vl). 
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We have the following significant results. Any function on sequences which can 
be defined by a 2:-DOAG is also a function on sequences which can be defined by 
a string of operators in S(2:) (Theorem 5.1) and the converse (Theorem 5.2). 
THEOREM 5.1. Given a Z-DOAG D and an algebra ~r in Z, there is at least one 
string 5 f  of  operators in S(2:) for  which 5 f  / is the same funct ion as the Z-funct ion of  
the 2:-DOAG defined by ~1. 
Proof. Let D denote the layered Z-DOAG associated with the given 2~-DOAG, 
and suppose that D has n initial vertices and mols.  First we will show by induction 
that there is a string of operators which, applied to the string -" qn+aq, "'" q l ,  will 
give the string -" qn+aXM "'" x 1 , where XM ,..., XI is the string of values of the vertices 
of D when evaluated by the Z-automaton (Q, oc, Q, i) with q . . . . . .  qx labeling the initial 
vertices of D. 
Level 0 of n initial vertices corresponds to the variables q~ ,..., ql already in the 
string, so let 5f 0 = A. Suppose now that we have a string 5f k of operators which, 
applied to the string ' "  qn+lqn " ' "  q l  , will replace qn "" ql with the string of values 
of the vertices of the evaluated layered Z' -DOAG up to the end of level k. 
Each vertex in level k + 1 can have input vertices only from level k. Suppose 
there are nk vertices in level k with values y~, ,..., Yl 9 Some subset of the Y~k ' " "  Ya 
is the set of input vertices to each of the ver t i ces  V~_i_l,k+ 1 ,. . . ,  V~z_{_ll in level k + 1. 
Call the string of the yj input to vk+~ concatenated in descending value of j ,  ~r,. 
Let Y~m "" Y~ denote the concatenation of the strings ~r~k+ ~ x . Let 9 ,  denote a string 
of n deletions. Apply the string of operators 
T~1_ lT62_2  " ' "  T lpT  2 " "  T$1T 1 "" .  TnkTr162  2 "" .  q-lp~-2 . . .  T$2T 1 "'" Tn~+l  " ' "  
9 "" T6m_lTrSm_ 2 "'" T lpT  2 "'" Tc~mT 1 "'" Tnk+m_l~nk , 
to be denoted ~a,  where TSk_ lTSk_  2 " '"  T 1 is replaced with i if ~k = 1. The result is to 
replace Y"k "'" Ya with y~,, "" Y~I" Suppose that f"~+l ,..-,fl are the labels on the 
vertices Vk+l,k+ 1 ,..., vk+al . Let J (p )  denote the string ~1T2 "" % . Apply the string 
of operators 
f l J (m --  a(L))f2(m - -  ((7(fl) + (~(f2))""fnk+, , 
to be denoted ~f2 9 Then the string of operators 5 fk~s  2 satisfies the requirements for 
the string 5~k+1. Thus the string 5f% exists. 
Now D has the string of evaluated vertices x m ,..., x 1 and ols ~ = (w I ,..., w,,), 
where wi = x~.  Apply the string of operators 
T j I _ IT j l _2  " ' "  1-1p,r 2 - - .  -r j l - r  1 . - -  TMTj2_ IT~2_2  "*" , r lp~r  2 . . -  7-/2-r I - - -  TM+ 1 ' ' -  
"'" T jm_ iT Jm_2 "'" T lpT  2 "'" T~mT 1 "'" TM+m_I~ M , 
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to be denoted -re 9 Then 5aaD.EPe applied to .... qn+xq, "'" qx will replace qn "'" qz with 
the string of m values of the ols of the evaluated Z -DOAG D. 
Once we have one string of operators in S(Z) satisfying Theorem 5.1, it is clear 
that there are an infinite number of strings of operators in S(Z) satisfying Theorem 5.1. 
TH~Om~M 5.2. Let 5/ be a string of operators in S(X) and d --- (Q, c~) an algebra 
in Z; then the function ,gad is a Z-function defined by wl. 
Proof. We will describe by induction on the length of the string Y a Z -DOAG Dsr 
with ols its terminal vertices. The Z-function to which D~ will belong when evaluated 
by .~r is equal to ,Sa,~. 
Suppose that J is of length 1 ; then there are five possibilities. 
(1) I f  ,of is the identity operator, then let D~ have two vertices and two levels, 
the second vertex being labeled with the identity function and having input the first 
vertex. 
(2) If  c f  is the repetition operator, then let D~ have three vertices and two 
levels, the two vertices in level 1 being labeled with the identity function and having 
input the vertex in level 0. 
(3) I f  c f  is the deletion operator, then let Dsp have three vertices and two 
levels, the first vertex in level 0 being input to the vertex in level I, which is labeled 
with the identity function, and the second vertex in level 0 being a terminal vertex. 
(4) I f  .90 is the transposition operator ~, then let Dsr have 2i + 2 vertices and 
two levels, the i -~- 1 vertices vi ~2, vi+3 ,..., v2i--2 in level 1 each being labeled with the 
identity function and having input the vertices v2, v l ,  v3, v~ ,..., V;+l in level 0, 
respectively. 
(5) I f ,9 a is an operator f in  the algebra, then let D~, have o( f )  + 1 vertices and 
two levels, the a ( f )  vertices in level 0 being input to the single vertex in level 1 which 
is labeled with f. 
Suppose now that to each string of operators of length less than or equal to k we 
have assigned a Z'-DOAG with unlabeled initial vertices which belongs to the 
Z-function defined by the string. 
Let ,9 ~' ~ ,9~ be a string of operators of length k + 1. For each of the five possible 
values of /z, assign to the string 5/" the X-DOAG which is the product of the 
X-DOAG's D~ and D, .  This completes the proof. 
In the proof of Theorem 5.2, a X-DOAG D.~ was defined for each string of operators 
5 p in S(Z). Using this association, we have the following results. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Given 5~a and 5a~, two strings of operators in S(Z), then the 
Z-DOAG D~z,~ 2 is equal to the Z-DOAG Ds~ o Ds~ 9 Given 5ax and 5a2 , two distinct 
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strings of operators in S(Z), then D: I  and D~ are distinct Z-DOAG's. Therefore, the 
assignment of the Z-DOAG D~ to the string 5: is an isomorphism of S(Z) onto a subset 
of the set of Z-DOAG's. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the definition of product of Z-DOAG's 
and this particular assignment ofZ-DOAG's to strings of operators. Now, suppose 5: x 
and 5:2 are two distinct strings of operators. If 5# x and 5# 2are not the same length, 
then Ds:, 1 and D~z have a different number of levels. If 5:1 and S# 2are the same length, 
they must have a different operator at position k for some k. Then D~: 1 will differ 
from D~2 at level k. 
THrORrM 5.4. Given Z-algebra ~r = (Q, ~), the set S (d)  of functions 5: ~ defined by 
the strings of operators 5 p in the Wiegold operator semigroup S(Z) is equal to the set of 
Z-functions which can be defined by the algebra zJ; that is, S (d )  is equal to the semigroup 
of the algebra automaton M ~- (Q, ~, Q, i). 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
Now, suppose that we are given a variety V of Z-algebras. To say that a Z-algebra 
belongs to a given variety is equivalent to saying that certain Z-DOAG's define the 
same Z-functions when evaluated by the Z-automaton of this Z-algebra. We are 
able to replace Z-DOAG's with simpler Z-DOAG's without changing the value of 
the functions they define when evaluated by the Z-automaton of any Z-algebra 
belonging to the variety. 
S(Z) is equal to the Wiegold operator semigroup of the free variety in the species 27. 
Given a variety V, let S(V) denote the Wiegold operator semigroup of that variety. 
Clearly, S(V) is a homomorphic mage of S(Z). To obtain the defining relations 
of S(V), the variety relations of V have been added to the denomination relations 
which are the defining relations of S(Z). The variety relations of V are translations 
to equalities of strings of operators of the laws defining the variety. Given any algebra d
in the variety V, the semigroup S(d)  of functions defined at the beginning of this 
section is a homomorphic image of S(V). 
Whenever ~r belongs to a variety V and a species Z, S(V) and S(Z) are 
nonunique label sets for the functions in S(d).  The smallest variety containing d 
is the set of Z-algebras which contain ~ and is closed under S, H, and C from 
Theorem 2.2. 
The following result is taken from the paper by Neumann and Wiegold [8]. Given 
two varieties /:1 and /:2 in the species Z 1 and Z2, S(V1) and S(V~) are isomorphic 
under an isomorphism whose restriction to S o is the identity isomorphism iff the 
varieties consist of the same algebras. So, if either holds, given an algebra d in either 
variety, the semigroup S(d)  expressed in terms of the operators in Z 1 is isomorphic 
to the semigroup S(d)  expressed in terms of the operators in Z' 2 . 
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6. RELATION TO OTHER WORK 
In this section we will relate the material presented in this paper to certain other 
work done in algebra automata. The relevant definitions concerning category theory 
can all be found in Give'on and Arbib [3]. 
Although the formulation is different, it is clear that the set of X-DOAG's with 
unlabeled initial vertices and with ols is the same as the set of Zt,1-DOAG's with ols 
used by Arbib and Give'on in [1]. 
I f  we assume that every S-algebra contains the identity function, then it is also 
clear that the set of Z-functions which can be defined by the set of maps in the com- 
pletion (d> [1] of a Z-algebra z~ is equal to the set of Z-functions which we have 
defined (Section 3) by the set of Z-DOAG's with ols and with initial vertices unlabeled. 
In Section 5 we defined the semigroup S(d)  and showed that it was this same set of 
Z-functions. 
In [3], Give'on and Arbib consider automata with algebras over arbitrary theories. 
The motivation for defining the notion of a theory is that with each theory T the 
image algebras whose structures are modeled on T are defined by means of certain 
cofunctors on T. The morphisms of T are thus nonunique labels for the functions 
in the completion of the algebra, and the relations which hold between the morphisms 
become laws which are satisfied by all the algebras associated with this theory. 
Similarly, in this paper we have shown (Section 5) that, given a Z-algebra d in 
a variety V, the semigroup S(Z) (respectively, S(V)) is a nonunique label set for the 
semigroups S(V) and S(a) (respectively, S(d))  and by definition the laws which 
hold in V hold in each algebra in the variety. 
We will assume the reader is familiar with the definitions of opposite category, 
theory, operative theory, T-algebra, where T is a theory, image algebra, and free 
theory. These definitions can be found in Arbib and Give'on [3]. 
It is clear that for each Z-algebra ~r there is a cofunctor on the operative theory T~ 
defining the category (~'> which is the completion of d .  Arbib and Give'on construct 
for a graded set Z the free theory ~;(Z) on this graded set and show that: The com- 
pletion of an algebra is the completion of a S-algebra iff it is the image algebra of an 
0~z-(X)-algebra. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Given a theory T, let (9 r be the set of operators f, where f maps 
n-tuples of some set into m-tuples of some set iff there is a morphism 4i in T of [m] 
into [n]. The semigroup of a theory S(T) is to be the semigroup generated by the 
operators in @T. 
DEFINITION 6.2. The semigroup of a T-algebra d is the semigroup S(d)  of all 
functions which can be defined by assigning to each operator f in a string in S(T) 
the image d(~r)  of f under the T-algebra and considering this string of functions 
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to operate on a semi-infinite string of variables to the left, evaluating each function 
in turn, starting at the left of the string of functions. 
S(T)  is a nonunique label set for the semigroup of functions S(~r for any 
T-algebra d .  
With these definitions we can relate our work to that of Give'on and Arbib [3]. 
By definition, the smallest theory is T o . The set of functions defined by the standard 
operator semigroup is equal to the set of functions which is the semigroup S(~r for 
the T0-algebra ~r 9 We note that the trivial maps in [1] also define this same set of 
infinite functions. 
Using the results of Arbib and Give'on, quoted above, we see the following. Given 
a species X and algebra ~r in ~, there is an ~(X)-algebra d such that the completion 
of ~ '  is the image algebra of ~ .  That means the setof X-functions which is the semi- 
group S(z~) is equal to the set of functions which is the semigroup S(d) .  Conversely, 
given an o~-(X)-algebra d , there is a X-algebra d such that the semigroups S(~r and 
S(d)  are the same set of functions. 
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